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With strong growth of Internet users in Vietnam, Internet has become an essential tool in Marketing activities of companies in Vietnam, particularly in fashion retail sector. Due to imperativeness of this issue, the research investigates appropriate E-marketing strategy for fashion retail companies in current time through analyzing and evaluating data of macro-environment, fashion retail market, Vietnamese consumers’ fashion shopping behavior and E-marketing activities of some particular fashion retail firms. Data is collected from reliable secondary sources and primary sources such as: questionnaires by 278 Vietnamese consumers and semi-structured interview with 15 marketers of fashion retail firms.
The research points out that in their E-marketing strategy, fashion retail firms in Vietnam should target at the youth segment  who are from15 to 30 ages, middle class over, students and office-workers, living in urban, usually use Internet] and position themselves outstandingly in consumer minds regarding main bases: fashion items of the same high-quality as companies stated and committed online, ability to view vital images and videos of fashion collection, ability to try on online fashion items with virtual models, and high-security of online payment for consumers. Besides, companies are suggested to combine both offline and online positioning for the same Brand because consumers’ perceived benefits to online and offline shopping are different.
It is recommended that fashion retail companies should construct their fully interactive web-sites to support the whole buying process and implement E-marketing tactics with 7 elements: Products, Price, Place, Promotion, People, Process, Physical evidence.
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CHAPTER 1:    INTRODUCTION

Under the impact of the Internet explosion, online retailing is becoming fundamental to development of retail in presence and future (Shern, 2001). It is argued by Okonkwo (2007) that Fashion retail is also deeply influenced by this trend. Therefore, how Internet should be applied in Marketing activities to facilitate product and service exchange is one of essential tasks for marketers in retail firms in general and for fashion retailers in particular. 
In Vietnam’s fashion retail sector, currently Internet has been less widespread in Marketing compared with other traditional media communication such as: TV, radio, newspapers. It seems that most of fashion retail firms are interested in investing in traditional Marketing more than Internet despite the fact Internet has gradually become an effective and major information channel to everyone as well as the fact that E-Marketing budget is much cheaper than traditional Marketing on TV, press (Chaffey et all, 2006).
Customers, particularly the young ones in Vietnam have been inclined to search for information of fashion product via websites, online ads, and e-mail, mobile… before going to clothing stores or commercial centers for their shopping. Moreover, due to time-pressure arising from busy social life, especially in big cities, customers tend to become lazier with real shopping and feel more interested in new ways of convenient and time-saving shopping. 
Therefore, It is suggested that online marketing in fashion retail sector will definitely become new and dominant trend in future in Vietnam. So, by formulating a suitable E-Marketing strategy, a fashion retail firm will possibly obtain significant Sales growth thanks to new customer segment expansion as well as competitive advantages over their competitors who just focus on traditional Marketing.
To understand more situation of E-Marketing in Vietnam within recent years, particularly in fashion retail sector, the author would like to show below summarized data:

1.1	Fashion retail overview in Vietnam
1.1.1	Current E-marketing in Vietnam:
According to Vneconomy.vn (2011), development of E-Marketing in Vietnam is not proportional with huge number of Internet users – 27 million people up to 01/2011 at 7th position in Asia. And, more than 50% of Internet users are young people who are under 30 ages. In 2009, Vietnamese companies spent 15.5 million USD on E-Marketing which is approximately 2% of traditional Marketing expense.
Internet advertisements are rather poor with banner or pop-ups and search engine optimization mostly. In 2010, Banner and pop-ups occupied nearly 90% E-Marketing and search engine optimization was 10%.

1.1.2	Current E-Marketing in fashion retail in Vietnam
Currently, formats of the fashion retail in Vietnam includes “bricks and mortar” like supermarket, clothing store (high street store), shopping center; “clicks and mortar” –fixed-location fashion retailers mixing both offline and online transaction  and customer services by building their own web sites which let consumers order online and investing in online advertisement; pureplays (online retailers); intermediaries. 
In 2005, clothing/ fashion stores (high-street store) contributed 40%, supermarket, shopping centers, shopping plazas contributed 20%, Internet contributed 5% and others contributed 35% into fashion retail revenue. In 2010, it witnessed there is a shift in revenue contribution with significant increase of Internet contribution. Precisely, clothing/ fashion stores contributed 48%, supermarket, shopping centers, shopping plazas contributed 27%, Internet contributed 10% and others contributed only 15%.




Introduction: This chapter includes background of the research and some central points of the research such as structure, time scale and contribution of the research to knowledge and professional practice.
Literature review:   This chapter will address particular theories in relation with the E-Marketing strategy, especially in retail sector. Then, conceptual framework for this research which will be constructed based on summarizing those relevant theories to support E-marketing strategy of Vietnamese fashion retailers as theoretical base. 
Research methodology: The questionnaire, secondary data and semi-structured are combined for collecting material of the research.
Data collection, analysis and evaluation: Secondary available data, primary data including questionnaire and semi-structure interview will be analyzed and discussed to catch a whole view of macro-environment and fashion retail market: competitors, customers, intermediaries as well as available internal resources in relation with E-Marketing. Based on understanding situation, the author will suggest target consumer segment and most appropriate positioning strategy for fashion retail firms in Vietnam. 
Conclusion and recommendation: the author will summarize findings from analyzing and evaluating data, then recommend E-marketing tactics to enrich and facilitate E-Marketing strategy. 

1.2.2	Timescale of the dissertation:
-	From Oct 1st 2010 – Nov 30th 2010: Review literature and design questionnaire
-	From Dec 1st 2010 – Dec 31st 2010: Data collection
-	From Jan 1st 2011– Feb 28th 2011: Chapter 1, 2, 3
-	From Mar 1st 2011 – Mar 31st 2011: Chapter 4
-	From Apr 1st 2011 – Apr 15 2011: Chapter 5 & reference & appendix




1.2.3	Objectives and contribution of the research to knowledge and practice:
-		Obtaining the clear view of Macro-environment, Micro-environment as well as Internal environment of Vietnam fashion-retail sector in relation with E-Marketing. Through understanding where they are standing, their opportunities, threat, Vietnam fashion retailers can predict and capture trend of fashion retail E-Marketing development.
-		Evaluating opportunities and challenges of applying suitable E-marketing theoretical frameworks in fashion retail sector in Vietnam based on above situation analysis and capturing and predicting shopping trend of Vietnamese customers in future.

















According to Kotler (2006), Marketing is the process by which companies create value for customers, build profitable relationship with customers to take back greater value from customer.
In the Marketing process, the first four steps are to create value for customers including below steps:
-	Understand marketplace and customers’ need & want
-	Select suitable customer-driven Marketing strategy through answering two questions. The first question is what customer we will serve – Market segmentation & Targeting. The second question is how we can best serve targeted customers – Differentiation & Positioning. 
-	Construct marketing program called Marketing Mix to transform Marketing strategy into superior value for customers. 
-	Build profitable relationship & create customer delight





It is argued by Chaffey & Smith (2008), E-Marketing is marketing online via digital media channels such as websites, opt-in emails, interactive kiosks, online ads or banner, interactive TV and mobile…
E-marketing involves approaching closer to customers, understanding them, retaining dialogues with them, delivering value to customers, managing customer relationships in ways create profit for the organization (Strauss et al, 2006). Moreover, E-marketing is related to collaboration between different parties that could be characterized by four major interactions:
B2C: Business to consumer
B2B: Business to business
C2C: Customer to customer




E-Marketing is argued to be a part of Marketing plan and E-business plan, both of which, in turn, are guided by corporate business plan. The E-Marketing plan integrated with these plans can create opportunities of business growth through new audiences, new geographic markets, superior values (Chaffey & Smith, 2008).












Figure 2.1: SOSTAC planning framework registered as trademark of PR Smith
Source: Based on PR Smith (1993)
Situation analysis 
Situation analysis means where we are now. It is essential to Marketer to learn about changes in dynamic business environment as well as whether their internal resources & capabilities are adaptable to these changes (Kotler, 2006).
According to Chaffey & Smith (2008), particularly, multi-channel marketers should know how their customer are being impacted by Internet, what their competitor are doing, growth forecast, how their companies perform online business, what services and products are suitable to work online and vice versa.
To obtain deep situation analysis, it is recommended to utilize analysis tools. 
External analysis:
Pestel utilized for analyzing macro environment with legal, political, social, technological, economic & environmental factors.
Competitors, customers, intermediary analysis
Internal analysis:
KPIs for analyzing internal factors of companies such as: enquiries or leads, Sales, market share, online revenue or service contribution, unique visitors, conversion rate, repeat visits…
Lastly, E-SWOT is utilized to summarize current situation: strength and weakness, opportunities and threats of firms. Moreover, it can be utilized to develop strategy by placing optional strategies on it.
Objectives:
E-Marketing objectives here mean by where we are going and where we want to go or what benefits are. It is firms’ mission statement that drives and turns E-marketing objectives into detailed supporting objectives (Kotler, 2006). Objectives should be measurable and contain strict timescale (Chaffey & Smith, 2008).
5S objectives of E-marketing should be remembered to make reason for why we choose online instead of other channels. Firms are recommended to decide which objectives or all are going to drive their E-marketing plan. 
Strategy:
Strategy is defined as how we get there or how to complete objectives, how sales will be delivered, which trend we will choose or which segments will be targeted with which propositions. Moreover, Strategy is also about which digital media and contact strategy will be utilized to attract new customers and maintain current customers’ loyalty (Chaffey & Smith, 2008).
Tactics: 
Tactics mean how to implement strategy. Tactics are defined as details of contact strategy, E-campaign initiative schedule as well as E-Marketing mix which include communications mix, social network (SOSTAC planning network, 1991). 
Actions:
Actions are details of tactics such as mini projects to build interactive TV ads, banner ads or opt-in email. It is argued that this is the weakest part of E-Marketing process (Bossidy & Charan 2004).
Control:
Control should be taken as the last step of E-Marketing plan to measure effectiveness of the plan. It is argued to set up specific criteria for exact measurement (Chaffey & Smith, 2008).  

2.2.2	E-marketing strategy – one part of E-marketing plan:
E-Marketing strategy and tactics should be developed to support E-Marketing objectives of the organization. There is still confusion between Strategy & Tactics. Strategy summarizes how to obtain organization objectives and drive all detailed tactics.













Figure 2.2: Step in designing a marketing strategy
Source: Kotler and Armstrong (2006)
S: Segmentation is partition of mass market into identifiable and distinct groups of segments. Each of segments has common features and needs similar marketing actions. There are some bases to divide segment such as:  
-	Geographical: world region, country, city, climate…
-	Demographic: age, gender, family size, occupation, income…
-	Psychographic: social class, life style, personality…
-	Behavioral: user status, user rates, loyalty status, attitude…
T: Targeting is selecting the market segments which are most attractive to the company for serving. Such market segments are called target market where a set of buyers have common needs and characteristics. Marketers of companies will design separate marketing program for each target market (Kotler, 2008).
-	Undifferentiated Marketing: The firm decides to ignore differences of each segment and target the whole market with one offer. This strategy seems to be great obstacle to most marketers because it’s not simple to develop a product and Marketing program that satisfy all customers. To this strategy, banner ads in portal site are inclined to appeal to mass customers.
-	Differentiated Marketing: In this strategy, the firm decides to target several segments and design different offer and Marketing program for each. Companies can satisfy varied needs of separate segments but bear higher cost of doing business.
-	Concentrated Marketing or niche Marketing: In this strategy, the company decides to go after a large share of one or a few segments or niches. Niche Marketing is especially appropriate to companies with limited resources. Through this strategy, companies can obtain strong position and special reputation because of its greater knowledge of customer needs. Internet is ideal for targeting small niche markets.
-	Customized Marketing: The firms tailor products and Marketing program to needs and preferences of individual customers. This strategy is predominant in B2B markets or consumer market with high value and highly customized products: luxurious fashion, car.
P: Positioning/ Differentiation is deciding what positions the firm wants to occupy beyond selecting segments it will targets. A product’s position is the way customers feel, perceive and embroider that product in their minds (Kotler, 2006). 
To achieve a certain success, the firm should not only differentiate itself and its product from others, but also position itself among competitors in customers’ mind to situate a well-established location there (Strauss et al, 2006).
It is claimed by Deise et al (2000), in an online context, the firm can position its products among competitor via four variables: product quality, service quality, price and fulfilment time. They suggest equation to review Brand perception of a product:


Regarding above equation, Brand Perception or customer value will be increased if the firm can raise its product quality, service quality while reducing price and fulfillment time.
According to Chaston (2000), there are four alternative options for the company to position itself based on its available capabilities and existing strength in online marketplace:
-	Product performance excellence: Highlight through online product customization.
-	Price performance excellence: Use Internet facilities to offer reasonable price to loyal customers or reduce price of products or services in low demand.
-	Transactional excellence
-	Relationship excellence: Setting personalization features to allow customers to review their sales order and place repeat orders.
According to Picardi (2000), there are three main positioning strategies in online marketing place:
-	Attack e-tailing: This is a competitive strategy that is related to frequently comparing price with competitors and then offer better price than competitors’. This approach is essential in Internet world where price transparency is made possible via shopping comparison sites or search engines.
-	Defend e-tailing: This is a mixed approach through competitive pricing on popular products, special promotion and other aspects of Brand beyond price. This strategy is utilized by multi-channel retailers because they don’t want off-line revenue to decrease because of impact of online differentiation.
-	E2E integration: This is an effective strategy that utilizes Internet to reduce cost, increase product quality and shorten delivery time.
OVP: Online value proposition 
Value proposition of a company is benefits such as functional, emotional benefits or values that the company commits to brings to customers to satisfy their needs (Kotler et al, 2006).
Online value proposition is argued to be online statement of differentiated benefits that ideally should not appear in competitors’ offering and offline offering as perceived by customers.
According to Chaffey (2008), it is important to communicate OVP to all target customers. Developing a message of OVP should reinforce core Brand and proposition and credibility; show customers what they can receive from an online Brand that they can’t get from offline Brand or competitors or intermediaries.
Sequences or evolution stage: 
Sequences and stages involve strategic e-issues and define which stage the company wants to be at.

2.2.3	Multi-channel distribution strategy:
According to Gulati and Gariono (2000), before deciding E-Marketing strategy, the firm should define whether the online channel will complement the firm’s other channels or it will replace the other channels.
It is described as right mix of bricks and clicks if the online channel possibly complements others. Conversely, if digital channel is likely to replace other channels, the firm is suggested to invest in technology, human resources for achieving it.
It is claimed by Kumar (1999) that replacement possibly happens when at least two conditions below are met:
-	Internet access of customers is high
-	The Internet can offer better value proposition than other channels
-	Product can be delivered over Internet. (the condition is argued not to be important)











Figure 2.3: Strategic options for a company in relation to the importance of Internet as a channel
Source: Based on Kumar (1999)

2.3	   E-Marketing Mix
Marketing Mix definition was originally developed by McCarthy (1960) as controllable ingredients marketers need to mix together to satisfy their target customers.










Figure 2.4: Key aspects of the 7Ps of the classic Marketing Mix 
Based on Chaffey et al (2006), Internet Marketing

2.3.1	Product:
Product is defined as anything that can be offered to market for consumption, use, attention to satisfy needs. Product is not only tangible goods. Broadly, product embraces physical objects, services, events, person, places (Koller & Armstrong, 2006).
Services are a shape of product including activities, benefits offered for sales that are basically intangible such as: banking, airline, hotel…
Product element in Marketing mix refers to characteristics of product and service. Decisions of modifying current product or developing new product are made based on market research where important information of customers’ need, their feedback to the company’s product are collected, analyzed & assessed (Chaffey et al, 2006).
Decisions of Internet-related product are most likely to be divided into decisions impacting on the core product and extended product. Core product refers to the major product purchased by customers to satisfy their needs. Extended or augmented product is described as extra benefits and services which are built on the core products such as: warranty, customer services, repair and maintenance, delivery term, credit…(Chaffey et all, 2006) 
Implications of Internet for Product mix are defined as varying the core Product; changing the extended Product; conducting research online; velocity of new product development; velocity of product diffusion.

2.3.2	Price
Price is an amount of money charged for a product or service. More broadly, price is defined as total of all value customers exchange for benefit of using product or service.
 Pricing is the only element of Marketing mix which generates revenue while other elements represent cost. Price is argued to be the most flexible element which can be changed quickly, unlike product or distribution elements (Kotler & Armstrong, 2006).
According to Baker et al (2000), Internet has significant implication for price. It is claimed to have two common approach adopted for price on Internet: start-up companies are inclined to reduce their price to attract more customers while existing companies tend to transfer their current price on Internet. 
Chaffey et all (2006) suggested that there is relation between Price and Product elements of Marketing mix because online pricing is dependent on product range offered to customers. When companies extend product range, they can give online discount to customers.
It is claimed by Chaffey et all (2006) there are four implications of Internet for Price element:
-	Increased price transparency and differential pricing
-	Decreased pressure on price (including commoditization)
-	New pricing approaches (including dynamic pricing and auctions)
-	Alternative price structure and or policies

2.3.3	Place
Place element of Marketing mix which is called distribution refers how products or services are distributed to customers. 
According to Chaffey et al (2006), in offline business world, distribution refers to maximize reach of delivery network of a company to obtain widespread product availability while minimizing costs arising from inventory, transport and storage. In online context, Place also involves Promotion and Partnership so Place definition is less clear thanks to ease of navigating from one site to another.







According to Burnett (1993), Promotion element of Marketing mix involves communicating convincingly to target audience messages of Marketing program in order to facilitate product or service exchange.
Broadly, it is suggested by Wilmshurst (1993) that promotion is used to describe marketing communications aspects and include personal methods of communications such as face to face, telephone selling, as well as impersonal ones such as advertising and range of different types of promotion: direct mail, exhibition, publicity…
According to Fill (2000), Promotion includes advertising, sales promotion, personal selling, public relations, direct marketing. 
It is suggested by Chaffey et al (2006) it is essential to make three decisions about investment for Promotion on Internet:
-	Investment in site investment compared to site creation and maintenance
-	Investment in online promotion techniques compared to offline promotion





People element of Marketing mix refers to how an organization’s staff interact with customers and other stakeholders during sales, pre and post-sales communications with them (Chaffey et al, 2006).
There are some options for People element on Internet: autoresponders, callback facility, online chat,co-browsing, frequently asked questions (FAQ), on-site search engines, product selection tools, virtual assistants.
To control service quality, firms are recommended to set plan including 5 stages:
-	Customer defines support query
-	Receipt of email and acknowledgement










Physical evidence element of Marketing mix is considered as tangible expression of a product and how it is purchased and used. In online content, physical evidence means audience’s experiences of the company via website including site ease of navigation, availability and performance.

2.4	   E-Marketing in retail
2.4.1	E-retailing and Fashion E-retailing
E-retailing – virtual channel
According to Mulhern (1997), it is development of information Internet bringing consumers closer to retailers via combined a new combine marketing and distribution channel called “retail channel’. Moreover, it is claimed by Hagel and Armstrong (1997) that Internet helps retailers to create bidirectional retailer-customer relationship in which more power belongs to consumers.
Who E-retailers are?
Currently, there is variety of different formats adopted by companies operating in B2C markets:
-	Bricks and clicks (related to article 2.2.3)
-	Pureplays – ‘clicks only’ refers to retailers operating totally online and having no fixed location stores (Dennis et al, 2004)
-	 Intermediaries refer to firms use Internet technology to connect producers or suppliers with consumers through consumer data which is analyzed carefully and used to target marketing campaigns.
-	Manufacturers of consumer goods: Through Internet technology, manufacturers can shorten supply chain and approach to end-consumers for direct Sales and Marketing.
Any one of above formats can become e-retailers. According to Tassel and Weitz (1997), virtual merchants such as ‘bricks and clicks’, intermediaries, pureplays might be highly successful while fixed location-based retailers could be replace by Internet based ones.
What e-retailers sell?
According to Dennis et al (2004), tangible and intangible products have their own disadvantages and advantages for selling online. Delivery is an obstacle for retailers to sell tangible products since Internet is not able to let customers touch products physically before buying. Differing from tangible products, digital ones have to cope with pricing and control of copyright. Generally, it is claimed that ticket and online booking services are relatively ones appropriate to e-retailing.
According to EIAA (2004), product categories for online retail are ticket booking, books, music, DVD, game and clothes. To these products, consumers don’t need too much description before making decision on buying. 
It is argued by Fernie and Sparks (1998), logistical infrastructure is essential for retailers to create competitive advantages over their competitors.  Retailers are recommended to consider Internet’s role in Logistics. 

How e-retailers use Internet to communicate and interact with their customer?
Information function:
Retailers can offer wide range of information to consumers on their web sites including product information, financial information, company information, press releases as well as recruitment information.
Interactive function:
This function includes activities such as promotional literature, ordering of catalogues, free gifts and persuading consumers to provide data for market research as well as sales ordering, payment transactions.
To execute above activities, retailers will apply interactive ways on Internet and the web like:




2.4.2   E-customer of retailing and fashion retailing
Companies’ ideal customers are the ones pay on time, give companies as much notice as possible, share information and giving companies useful feedback of products or services. According to Anderson (2006), best 20% of customers produce 140% profits for a company.
Therefore, understanding ideal customers’ mindset, attitudes and aspiration is essential to companies.
Characteristics of e-customers
Online customers are different from offline customers. They have become more powerful than ever before. E-customers are empowered like never before: price transparency, ease to search for information, more rights…
E-customers are aware of the value of their time and attention. Moreover, they witness rise of permission-based Marketing and downfall of efficiency of intrusion-based Marketing.
The same customers can display different characteristics online and offline, so companies may not apply assumption of current offline customer on e-customers (Chaffey et al, 2008).
What are motives of online customers?
Typical reasons for people’s going online are socializing, shopping, entertainment, catching up on news. Besides, other popular reason for going online is to find out products.  According to Jayawardhena (2004), Internet users are active because they can compare shopping price of various retailers as well as possibly achieve diversified information of products. They enjoy fun and satisfaction when obtaining a good deal.
According to Windham (2001), that e-customers choosing online shopping doesn’t mean that they hate physical shopping. It is most likely that they like catching a good deals and being control thanks to price transparency, shopping comparison, diversified product information. Moreover, convenience of online shopping and time-saving also motivate customers to make their shopping online (Chen & Chang, 2003).
It is argued that understanding what motivates customers online is essential for companies to reach to online business success (Chaffey et al, 2008)
Expectation of e-customers
Online customers expect higher standards of service, convenience, speed of delivery, choices and competitive prices. Moreover, e-customers also hope to be in control, safe and secure (Spijkerman, 2008).
Fast deliver and fast service are required by online customers. If companies in online business fail to deliver speedily as their promise, customers can easily get annoyed, disappointed and angry with those Brands. Disappointment of e-customers could lead to bad reviews or comments on shopping forum or rating sites which damage Brand.
According to Chaffey (2008), to manage and satisfy raised online customers expectation, companies are recommended to understand customer expectation; setting clear service statements; deliver service promise.
To fashion online retailing, it is argued GSI commerce (2010), many consumers expect to possibly try on fashion items before buying them. Ability of trying on items before buying will motivate consumers to make purchase online.
Fear of E-customers:
It is argued that the biggest fear of online customers is security risks such as identity theft, stolen credit card, viruses, SPAM and lack of privacy, loss of information due to hacker.
According to Goldsmith & Bridges (2000), consumers feel anxious of product quality when buying fashion items online. It is derived from they can’t directly try on products as well as verify product quality by physical touching before making purchase decision. In many cases, consumers don’t receive the goods: wrong items or items in different color from those expected (Nitse et al. 2004).
Moreover, many consumers are annoyed by inability to return undesired and unfitting fashion items (E-BuyersGuide.com, 2000). This annoyance will dissuade consumers from buying fashion online because they feel worried about money waste for unwanted fashion items.
E-marketers should understand their customers’ fear and phobias and take actions to diminish fears. Companies are suggested to follow below guidelines to achieve trust, reassurance, and build loyalty:
-	Provide clear and effective privacy statements, 
-	Follow privacy and consumer protection guidelines in all local markets
-	Make security of customer data a priority
-	Present independent site certification
-	Emphasize the excellence of service quality in all communications
-	Use content on the site to reassure the customers
-	Leading-edge design
 
2.5	   E-tool
E-tool is defined as tools to access Web such as PCs, interactive TV, smart phones, digital radio, interactive kiosks and host of miscellaneous e-tools in online world…
According to Chaffey et all (2008), it is important for e-marketers to find out advantages and disadvantages of e-tools and integrate them with others to obtain certain in E-marketing strategy.

2.6	 Conceptual framework
This research is aimed at assessing current situation of fashion retailers in Vietnam and considering future E-marketing strategy for these firms to achieve some certain competitive advantages in fashion retail sector.
This study will be aligned as below sequence:
Situation analysis   E-marketing Strategy  E-Marketing Mix
 It is necessary to answer these questions:

2.6.1	Where are fashion retailers in Vietnam standing?
This question will be answered through analyzing and assessing below factors of macro, micro-environment as well as internal resources in relation with Internet:




-	Available resources with defined KPIs such as: enquiries or leads, Sales, market share, online revenue or service contribution, unique visitors, conversion rate, repeat visits…
-	Effectiveness of fashion retailers’ current E-Marketing activities

2.6.2	Which segment will be target customers of Vietnamese fashion retail?

2.6.3	How should fashion retail companies in Vietnam position themselves online n Vietnamese consumers’ mind?

2.6.4	What exactly should Vietnamese fashion retail companies do through E-Marketing policies of Price, Product, Place, Promotion, Physical evidence, Process and People?
























CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1	Research philosophy 
According to Saunders et al (2007), research philosophy is essential assumptions of the way researchers observe and understand the world. It is influence greatly by researchers’ view of relationship between knowledge and its development process.
It is argued by Easterby-Smith et al (1997) that there are three reasons why understanding philosophy is essential to research methodology:
-	It supports researchers to identify and clarify appropriate research strategy and research approach to be used for the research including types of evidences, its origin as well as the way how such evidences are interpreted. 
-	It could help researches to assess different methodologies and methods by realizing limitations of some specific approaches to select most suitable one for the research.
-	It enables researchers more creative in selecting and adapting different methods.





If the researcher adopts positivism as his research philosophy, he likely prefers working by observing social reality, describing phenomena experienced and producing scientific laws (Remenyi et al, 1998). 
It is claimed by Saunders et al (2007) that Positivism researchers are most likely to utilize existing theories to develop hypothesis which will be tested by data, then confirmed or in whole or part refuted. Result of the testing these hypotheses will result in further development of theory which is likely tested by further research.
According to Comte (1853), all real knowledge is derived from human observations of objective reality. The basic positivism assumes that an objective phenomenon exists independently with human behavior and not product of human mind’s creation.
It is claimed by Gill and Johnson (2002), positivism researchers likely utilizes highly structured methodology to facilitate replication analysis subjected to statistical analysis. According to Saunders et al (2007), positivist approaches to two methods: qualitative and quantitative.
Generally, positivism philosophy defines conception in which the truth doesn’t come from human belief and possibly are verified through observation of social reality and examination.

3.1.2   Interpretivism
Interpretivism is described by Hatch and Cunliffe (2006) as anti-positivism. Regarding interpretivism, in social world, people make sense of situations based on their individual experience, memories and expectations. Therefore, meanings are constructed and re-constructed over time through experience leading to differing interpretations. 
According to Saunders et al (2007), Interpretivism argues that it is important for researchers to understand differences between people in their roles as social actors to understand their world from their point of view. Interpretivist advocates that generalizability is not crucial, especially in ever-changing world.
It is claimed by Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008) that interpretivism is related to qualitative approachs to data collection and analysis.

3.1.3   Realism
Realism is developed based on taking aspects of over-deterministic positivism and totally relativist interpretivism. Realism philosophy is argued to involve scientific enquiry. According to Saunders et al (2007) realism is similar to positivism in aspect of scientific approach to knowledge development. According to Blaikie (1993), realism also agrees natural and social science are different, that is common with interpretivism. 
There are two types of realism including direct realism and critical realism:
-	Direct realism defines that what people experience through their sense inflects the world accurately
-	Critical realism claimed that what people experience are sensations, the images of the things in the real world, not the things directly. Critical realists also reveal that people are sometimes cheated by their senses. 
There is distinct different between direct and critical realism. Critical realism suggests that there are two steps to experience the world including: 1st is that there is the thing itself and sensations it conveys; 2nd is that there is the mental processing going on sometime after that sensations meet people’s sense. Whereas, direct realism claims that the first step is only necessary step to experience the world.
According to Saunders et al (2007), Realism indicates that there are real structures existing independent of human consciousness. It is advocated that people’s knowledge of reality is social conditioning.
It is claimed Letourneau and Allen (1999) that realist approaches to both qualitative and quantitative methods. 
After reviewing theory of research philosophies, the author recognized that the research is impacted by realism tendency of research philosophy.

3.2	Research process (induction & deduction)
3.2.1   Deduction: Testing theory
Research using deduction approach is a study in which theory is tested by empirical observation (Hussey & Hussey, 1997).  Deduction involves moving from the general to the particular. According to Collis & Hussey (2003), deduction is the dominant research strategy in natural science in which laws is basis of explanation, enable phenomenon anticipation’s predictability and therefore make them to be controlled. Robson (2002) suggests there are five sequential stages in deduction research strategy:
-	Deducing a hypothesis which are testable and describes relationship between variables or concepts from the theory.
-	Expressing the hypothesis in operational terms
-	Testing this operational hypothesis
-	Examining the specific result of the inquiry
-	Modifying the theory based on the findings if necessary
Saunders et al (2007) suggests that there are three important characteristics of deduction approach. They are controls to allow testing of hypotheses, operationalization of concepts and generalization. However, its tendency to construct a rigid methodology doesn’t allow alternative explanation of what is going on. That will likely result in bias.
 
3.2.2   Induction: Building theory
Being different with deduction, research utilizing induction approach is a study which is developed from empirical observations and data (Hussey & Hussey, 1997). Thus, induction is related with moving from individual observation to general laws or pattern. According to Saunders et al (2007), induction research is inclined to be related with the context in which incidents were happening. 
According to Cavaye (1996), researchers can combine both induction and deduction approaches in the study.
In the research, the author will utilize induction approach in which empirical data, individual ideals will be analyzed and assessed. Then E-Marketing strategy for fashion retailers in Vietnam will be developed from such empirical data. 

3.3	Research approach
Quantitative is defined as data collection technique and data analysis procedure which generates or uses numerical data. Reversely, qualitative is referred to data collection technique and data analysis procedure which generates or uses non-numerical data (Saunders at el, 2007). Qualitative research method is utilized in social science. Qualitative data includes observation, interviews and questionnaires, documents…  (Myers, 1997).
It is defined by Hussey and Hussey (1997) that qualitative is a subjective approach including examining and reflecting on perceptions to achieve understanding of human and social activities. Differentiating with qualitative, quantitative is utilized for empirical study, to support evaluation of maturity of knowledge sharing.
According to Varianini and Vaturi (2000), to customer analysis, researcher should not stick only with quantitative demand analysis. Appropriate qualitative research possibly provides insights that can be utilized to construct strategy.




Table 3.1: Data collection methods of the research


3.4   Data collection methods:
There are a wide variety of data collection methods including questionnaire, interview, observation; gathering secondary data… According to Powell (1997) that data collection technique or instruments are not research methodologies and can be used with more than one methodology.

3.4.1   Questionnaire
According to deVaus (2002), questionnaire is defined as data collection techniques in which a person is requested to answer the same set of questions in a pre-determined. Question is argued to be the most widespread utilized technique in survey because it provides possibility to collect a large of sample questions prior to quantitative analysis. It is claimed by Robson (2002), questionnaire is very efficient for researchers in effort and time. Besides, it is difficult to validate honesty of responses. Choice of questionnaire will be influenced by research questions, objectives, and the resources that researcher has available. There are five main types including Internet, postal, delivery and collection, telephone and interview schedule. 

3.4.2   Semi-structured interview
Semi-structured interview is a type of interview which provides respondents with free answers for specific questions. Duration of semi-structured interview is roughly 30 minutes to two hours, regarding the purpose of the interview. Semi-structured interview utilizes telephone and face-to-face interview techniques with digital recorder and hand-written notes.
According to David & Sutton (2004), semi-structured interview is non-standardized and normally utilized in qualitative analysis. Interviewers do not use this interview type for research to test a specific hypothesis. In this interview type, sequence of questions is likely changed depending on direction of interviewer. It is claimed by Gary (2004) that this interview type allows interviewer to probe for views and opinions of interviewees. Thus, interviewer can explore new ideals of the research which are not initially regarded. 
According to Kajornboon (2004), the researcher utilizing semi-structured interview is freer than structured interview researcher because he can probe at his own conversational style but within a predetermined particular subject area.

3.4.3   Secondary data
It is defined by Saunders et al (2007) that secondary data is data which has already been collected for other purpose and the later researcher could gather it via newspapers, Internet, TV and other sources in order to reanalyze for his purpose. Secondary data includes both qualitative and quantitative data. The data researcher utilizes are likely raw data or complied data which have been selected and summarized.
According to Ghauri (2005), secondary data is much less expensive and more time-saving compared with collecting data by researcher. However, it is argued by Denscombe (1998) that secondary data is likely collected for specific purpose differing from research’s nee. Thus, secondary data may be inappropriate with research.
It is claimed by Robson (2002) there are three main categories of secondary data including documentary secondary data, survey-based secondary data, multiple-source secondary data.
It is suggested that researcher should assess secondary data’s precise suitability. The assessment should include both reliability and any likely measurement bias.

3.5	Reliability & validity
It is argued by Rogers (1961) scientific methodology need to be seen for what is truly is, a way to inhibit researchers from deceiving themselves involving their subjective feelings developed from relationship between researchers and their material. Thus, to reduce possibility of getting the answer wrong, researchers should pay attention two particular issues on research design: reliability and validity. 
According to Easterby-Smith et al (2002), reliability of research is defined as the extent to which researcher’s data collection techniques or analysis procedures will generate consistent findings. 
It is argued by Robson (2002) there are four factors threating reliability of a research including subject or participant error, subject or participant bias, observer error, observer bias. 
According to Saunders et al (2007), validity is concerned with whether the findings are really about what they appear to be about. Research validity is likely enhanced if research design is constructed in the opportunity of the focus groups after questionnaire results have been analyzed. Robson (2002) points out threats to research validity including history, testing, instrumentation, mortality, maturation, ambiguity about casual direction.

3.6	Research Ethics
According to Saunders et al (2007), research ethics is defined as the appropriateness of the researcher’s behavior to in regard to rights of those who become subject of the research or are affected by it. Thus, research ethics is concerned with questions of how the researcher formulate research topic, design research, collect and analyze data and write up research findings in a moral and responsible way.
The researcher must ensure that the way he designs research is either methodologically sound or morally defensible to all involved in the research (Zikmund, 2000).







CHAPTER 4:   DATA COLLECTION & FINDINGS

4.1   Secondary data 
4.1.1   Macro Environment – Some factors of PESTLE 
In this section, the author will focus on analyzing factors which have essential impacts on fashion retail including: economic factor, social factor, technology factor.

Economy
Development of VN Economy from 2007 - 2010 and predict in 2011 (GDP)
GDP growth of Vietnam is 5.3 %, in 2009, 7.2% in 2010. In 2011, it is estimated 5.8%. Except for China & India, Vietnam is expecting the highest GDP growth in Asia. Over next two years, GPD of Vietnam is predicted to reach to at least 13%.










Figure 4.1: Inflation rate of Vietnam within 5 recent years
Source: Based on Nielsen’s data 2010
Inflation rate of Vietnam has increased significantly from 8.3% in 2005 to 15% in 2008 & 14% in 2009. Sharp increase of inflation rate means increase of mostly goods in their Vietnamese market while salary of employees hardly rises. Thus, Vietnamese consumers express to be careful in their expenditure which is almost spent on essential commodities: foods & beverages. Besides, consumers will increase their saving level for future instead spending much on luxurious items because of anxious and uncertain feeling of market situation. So, this has brought back a lot of obstacles for enterprises, especially retailers.
Interest of Banking & opportunities of offering credit to attract personal’ loan & push consumption of Vietnamese consumers 
In the rigid competition of banking, retail banks continuously offer attractive services for consumers such as personal loans with lowest interest 15-18% to support customers buy car, apartment, facilities, fashion and other credit services which can boost consumption of their individual customers, especially young customers. 
This is great opportunities for cooperation between retailers and retail banks in order to push customers’ consumption.
Income of Vietnamese people 
 
Figure 4.2: Monthly household income proportion in Vietnam 2009
Source: Based on data of TNS (2009)
According to monthly household income proportion, 70.7 % of population in Vietnam has income of 158USD – 395 USD, belonging to middle class. Wealthy class and affluent class have made up only 16.1% of population, which is becoming challenges for business in luxurious items. Thus, segment of middle class should be potential target for almost businesses in Vietnam, particularly retail business.
According Nielsen (2010), average growth per year of employee wage from 2007 to 2010 is only 9.4%, lower than average inflation rate at the same period- 10.5%. This issue created a lot of trouble to Vietnamese people and badly affected to retail business in Vietnam.
Monthly spending amount of Vietnamese consumer in 2010

Figure 4.3: Monthly household expenditure of Urban in HCM & Hanoi City, 2009
Source: Based on data of Nielsen’s data (2009)
According to Nielsen’s data (2010), despite moderate income of Vietnamese household, expenditure of households is relatively high compared with their income. There are 37.1% of households averagely spending from 237 to 395 USD & 35.4% of households spending from 158 to 237 USD per month. This is promising result to business in Vietnam in boosting Sales. 
Generally, economic factors of Vietnam are very advantageous to growth of enterprise in Vietnam, especially retail business.
Technology
Top 18 countries of Internet user number
According to WorldInternetstats.com (2009), until 2009 Vietnam was in the top of 18 highest users of Internet globally with 21 million of users making up 25% population of Vietnam. Internet has brought new opportunities for businesses in Vietnam. Doing business online is argued to become new trend in Vietnam, especially in retailing sector.
Urban Vietnam is now well-digitized 
Figure 4.4: Technology household penetration 2009 in Vietnam
Source: Based on TNS data 2010
According to TNS (2010), Vietnam urban is well-digitalized with 94% of households owning mobile phones, 55% furnishing in-home PC & 38% connecting in-home Internet. However, technology penetration in Vietnam rural is rather low with 7% of households furnishing in-home PC and 2% of households connecting in-home Internet.  Well-digitalized urban will be potential areas for companies who operate in businesses involving Internet.
Mobile Internet connectivity
Percent of Internet users who accessed Internet via their mobile facilities such phone, smart phone has reached to 19%. This means that Vietnamese Internet users can connect Internet anytime and anywhere with support of wireless network like GPRS, 3G.
Development of application for Internet Marketing 
There are many applications on Internet allowing development of Internet Marketing such as: search engine optimization, interactive banner, pop-ups, E-marketing on social web-sites, e-mail… Under incredible growth of Internet among Vietnamese users as well as diversified and modern applications of marketing online which optimize firms’ marketing activities, Internet will become most effective Marketing channel for Vietnamese companies.
E-Banking to support for Banking online; payment by SMS on mobile
Currently, most of transactional web-sites in Vietnam haven’t supported online transaction online payment except for web-sites of big firms. According to statistic of VISA, until 2009, only 1% of Vietnamese population got credit account for online payment. Moreover, payment security of Vietnamese web-sites is not high. Therefore, direct online payment via credit card is limited in Vietnam. These issues, thus, have created many obstacles to development of E-commerce in Vietnam.
However, some other solutions have been developed to support online payment such as: online payment portal such as paypal.com, nganluong.vn; payment via SMS for low-value items; E-Banking services offered by banks.
Social
Demographics by sex and age
Until end of 2009, Vietnam population has reached to 86,210,800 peoples including 50.8% female & 49.2% male. The difference of gender is not significant.

Figure 4.5: Structure of Vietnam population aging in 1999 & 2009
Source: Based on Nielsen & TNS’s report, 2010
In 1999, there was 45% of population at 0- 19 ages & 33% at 20- 39 ages. There is change in 2009 with less percent - 36% of population in 0- 19 ages and 32% at 20 -39 ages. Vietnam population has become more mature, thus creating a wealthier and more higher-perception customer base.
Generally, Vietnam population is young with up to 68% of population under 40 ages. It is absolutely that Vietnam market will be extremely potential to most of enterprise.


Spending of Vietnamese consumers in 2009

Figure 4.6: Spending priorities of Vietnamese people, 2009
Based on Nielsen’s report (2010)
Both urban and rural people spend mostly their monthly income on FMCG and fresh foods with 24% to urban & 29% to rural. Urban consumers keep only 19% for saving and similarly rural consumers save only 17% of their income. Spending priorities of Vietnamese consumers are great interest to most of companies. If consumers retain most of their income for saving, goods consumption will go down and market will be surely gloomy. Thus, business of firms will also be influenced negatively.
On the contrary, that consumers are easier and generous in spending will help companies to increase their revenue and expand their business.
According to Figure 4.6, except for saving and FMCG, urban consumers spend the biggest amount on education, F&B & other, which is likely clothing, shoes, hand-bags…Since the global economic meltdown, Vietnamese spending priorities have become more conservative and concentrated on essential items instead of luxuries ones.
Major product trends of Vietnamese people
It is reported by TNS (2010) that 89% urban consumers agree to buy products of good quality even more expensive; 75% are ready to pay for products which make their life simpler and more convenient; 88% are willing to pay higher price for healthier goods; 79% most likely buy new phone in the next six months; 29% love to blog for expressing themselves and 56% want to use Brands that show their success.

Figure 4.7: Major product trends of Vietnamese consumers
Source: Based on TNS report 2010
Companies are argued to understand and catch new product trends of Vietnamese consumers to obtain certain competitive advantaged for their products and services. According to TNS report, consumers in Vietnam show their great concern to product convenience. Thus, despite selling products of the same quality, companies which can offer more convenience to consumers will likely get advantages over their competitors.
Currently, with specific characteristics, Internet has become powerful media and selling channels to business operation. Through applying Internet in their business, companies can create superior conveniences for Vietnamese consumers.
Vietnamese habit of using Internet (spend 2 hours/ day for Internet) or activities on Internet
 According to TNS’s report (2010), there are 80% of young people at 15-19 ages and more 70% of people at 20-24 ages using Internet for below activities: 
Online activities	% of total users
Used a search engine (such as Google, Yahoo, Bing…)	93
Talk to someone in a chat room	81
Surfed for hobbies and interest	83
Listen to MP3	81
Play single-player games	79
Send instant message (IM)	79
Visit news, sports sites	74
Research for works, schools	66
Download movies, music free	66
Send email	65
Play multi-player games	64
Table 4.1: Online activities of Vietnamese people
Source: Based on TNS report (2010)
Ubiquity, global reach, universal standard and information richness make Internet prevalent in Vietnam. More and more Vietnamese people, especially youth regard Internet as major information channel besides TV and newspaper. It is argued that Internet would likely replace role of TV, newspapers and other media means. Companies should take granted for involving Internet in their business strategy.

4.1.2	Fashion retail market:
Competition in fashion retail
Market share in fashion retail sector & major competitors & revenue growth of fashion retail sector
Rivalry of companies in fashion retail sector in Vietnam is very tough. Vietnam fashion retail market is fragmented with wide varieties of popular domestic Brands such as Viettien, Ninomaxx, Blue exchange, Ivy, Alcado, N&M…and famous foreign brands such as: Mango, Charles & Keith, La Senza, Accessorize, Versace, Versus, Bebe, Just Cavalli, Pedro, Maison Golf, Jimmy Choo distributed by Vietnamese retailing companies…While domestic Brands have advantage of reasonable price affordable to most of consumers, foreign Brands obtain advantages of high-quality material, sophisticated design. Besides, there are also a lot of other small fashion Brands.
 
Figure 4.8: Market share of fashion retail in Vietnam 2009
Source: Based on Euromonitor (2009)
Currently, fashion retail of Vietnam has been led by foreign Brands with over 140 Brands which contributed 60% of market share while domestic Brands just occupied 40%. Despite being overwhelmed by foreign Brands, it seemed that there is no specific Brand which takes position of market leader. 
Besides, 65% of fashion retailers in Vietnam are manufacturers themselves called manufacture-retailer. They have established sales channels to deliver their fashion products directly to consumers. Down-stream integration is the best way for retailers to maximize their profit as well as offering end-consumers most reasonable pricing. Thus, trade-retailers who purchase fashion products from various manufacturers will cope with a lot of difficulties in this tough competition. 
Fashion retailers who focus on casual-wear normally cope with tough competition because there is extensive variety of casual wear Brands in Vietnam market. Moreover, it is predicted by Euromonitor (2010) that in 2012, many huge foreign companies on casual-wear will readily penetrate Vietnam market due to its attractiveness and potentiality.
Moreover, according to Euromonitor (2010), sales growth of fashion retail sector in Vietnam obtained averagely 16% per year. Fashion retail revenue reached to 1.95 billion USD in 2008 and increased sharply to 2.6 billion USD in 2010. It is forecasted that this figure will reach to over 3 billion USD in 2012. Based on sharply growth of revenue and fragmented feature of market, it is revealed that fashion retail market in Vietnam is greatly potential and attractive to investors at least within 5 next years.
Fashion retail channels in Vietnam and their contribution to revenue 
Existing selling channels of fashion retail in Vietnam include high-street stores, supermarket, Internet, plaza or shopping center with their contribution on revenue like below:

Figure 4.9: Revenue contribution of fashion retail by selling channels in Vietnam
Sources: TNS report (2010)
Revenue contribution by Internet in 2010 was twice higher than this rate in 2008. It is obviously that revenue by Internet obtained the highest growth compared with other selling channels while revenue of plaza, shopping centers decreased to 15%. High-street stores have maintained the first position with the highest revenue contribution – 40% & 48% in both 2005, 2010. However, the growth of high-street stores has become slowly. 
According to data of revenue contribution, it is claimed that Internet will continuously grow to bring greater revenue for fashion retailers in future and likely gradually replace other selling channels. 
In Vietnam, Internet revenue contribution of fashion retail mainly origins from by “pureplay” retailers rather than from “brick and click” retailers. This fact reveals that various multi-channel fashion retailers in Vietnam still miss the potential online customer segment due to deficiency of E-Marketing investment.
E-Marketing activities of fashion retail companies in Vietnam

Figure 4.10: Marketing expense breakdown of companies in Vietnam in 2009
In 2008, expense of Marketing on internet was only 9.7 million USD and in 2009 Internet Marketing increased to 15.5 million USD, occupying 2.2% of total Marketing expense. Thus, in 2009, Internet Marketing has increase by 37% compared with 2008 in Vietnam. TV has maintained the leading role in Marketing in Vietnam. 
Contribution 2.2% of Internet is still rather small compared with other media means in Marketing activities in Vietnam. Although companies have begun to realize potentiality of Internet, they have not exploited and explored strength of Internet properly and adequately in their Marketing yet.
Due to low-investment in E-Marketing of companies in Vietnam in general & fashion-retail companies in particular, Internet has just generated only 260 million USD, contributing 10% to total revenue of fashion retail in 2010. This figure is not proportional to rapid and extensive growth of Internet in Vietnam as well as its great influence on people, especially youth.
Currently, most of fashion retailers in Vietnam have focused on advertising on TV & magazines, particularly fashion and shopping magazines for women. Besides, organizing events of launching new designs of big Brands is also invested by fashion retailers. In E-marketing activities, fashion retailers are mostly posting news of launching new designs, banner on popular news-site in Vietnam such as: Vnexpress.net, dantri.com.
However, such expensive Marketing activities have just executed by big fashion retailers for famous Brands and foreign Brands. Small and medium retailers have developed their Marketing in other ways with less expensive budget: SMS marketing on mobile, setting up website for consumers’ visit and order, posting banners on social network, taking advantage of affiliate Marketing…This marketing direction of small & medium retailers are likely lucid at the present.
Nevertheless, few of small & medium fashion retailers in Vietnam are actually interested in Marketing activities, only 30% of retailers. 

Customers
Fashion online shopping is at 5th position among online shopping activities

Figure 4.11: Online shopping activities of Vietnamese consumers
Source: Based on TNS media Habit survey, 2010
According to survey result of online shopping, it is obviously that most popular products in online shopping activities are highly - standardized or visual or intangible like hotel service, ticket booking. Despite not having above characteristics, clothing and other fashion accessories contributed 16% of online shopping activities, being at 5th position behind only electronic goods, household items, airline tickets and games.
This shows that Internet users are more and more interested in buying fashion items online. Thus, online customers will definitely become a target segment for fashion retailing.
According to TNS’s survey 2010, favorite Brands of Vietnamese consumers in fashion are Viettien (clothing Brand), Kappa (shoes & clothing), Ninomaxx (clothing and accessories), Giordano, Piere Cardin, Gucci, Louis Vuiton, Zaa (accessories), Diva…Most of favorite Brands are foreign ones. This fact is likely derived from Vietnamese customer mindset in which foreign Brands are always better than domestic ones in material, designs as well as in satisfying customers’ aspiration. 
According to Cimigo (2010), 45% of people at 15-64 ages in HCM & Hanoi cities agreed that appearance is very important to a person and his clothes can reveal himself. Besides, 46% of consumers claimed that they love to pamper themselves with clothes, accessories, personal products. It is revealed by TNS’s survey that 80% of Vietnamese consumers feel comfortable and confident with fashion items of foreign Brands because of their attractiveness and convenience.

Intermediaries 
Currently, there has been wide variety of intermediaries in Vietnam who connect fashion retailers and consumers such as: www.enbac.com (​http:​/​​/​www.enbac.com​), www.5giay.vn (​http:​/​​/​www.5giay.vn​), www.123mua.com.vn (​http:​/​​/​www.123mua.com.vn​), www.ebay.vn (​http:​/​​/​www.ebay.vn​). Retailers post information of their fashion products like: clothes, hand-bags, shoes, hats on these websites. Consumers can find out their favorite items on the sites and contact with retailers via email, phone for transactions. Conversely, consumers can also post their needs of some particular items with their desired prices on sites.
Such intermediary sites contributed more than 70% into all fashion online transactions. In Vietnam, most or “clicks-only” fashion retailers are small or medium and have little reputation in fashion retail sector. Therefore, the best way of approaching to consumers is based on big intermediaries instead of investing in unaffordable Marketing activities. 

4.2	Questionnaire
The author executed survey on 278 Vietnamese consumers of their fashion-shopping habits as well as their attitude to fashion online shopping.
4.2.1   Age, gender & occupation information of respondents









Respondents at 18-25 & 26-30 ages are focused because of two characteristics: their high frequency of using Internet for studying and working; their high affordability. In Vietnam, students at over 18 ages usually work as part-time jobs and are independent on finance. Due to such features, these segments are selected as main segments for survey.














4.2.2	Consumer behavior of respondents





























According to ‘table of frequency of buying fashion items via Internet by gender’, it is shown that frequency of buying fashion via Internet seems not to depend on gender. There is almost no difference in quantity between male and female consumers who permanently and often buy fashion via Internet. There are 10 male ones occupying 9.8% of total male-respondents in this survey reveal that they permanently and often buy via Internet. Similarly, number of female ones who permanently and often buy via Internet is 18, occupying 10% of total female respondents.
According to ‘table of frequency of buying fashion items via Internet by age’, most of consumers are inclined to buy fashion items on Internet  belonging to under 18 age & 18-30 age with 4 consumers under 18 and 126 consumers at 18-30 age. However, there are till 100 consumers (79%) at 18-30 ages buying via Internet at the level “sometimes and rarely” while there are only 26 consumers at the level “permanently and often”. It is suggested that fashion retailers should concentrate their E-Marketing on this segment because consumers at this segment are young, easy in expenditure, particularly open-minded with and keen on new technology. Moreover, consumers at this segment are normally student and employees, thus demand of utilizing Internet in their daily tasks for studying and working is high. 









*Intermediary sites: the sites which keep the role of virtual marketplace where buyer and seller meet each other for transaction
According to result of survey, it is remarkable that most of consumers are inclined to utilize search engines as tool for fashion information. There are 134 respondents – 48.2% of total 278 respondents - permanently and often update and collect information of fashion Brands, design & price through search engine such as Google, Bing, yahoo.com. Besides, intermediary sites and news, entertainment sites, manufacturer sites/ retailer sites are attract consumers for gathering fashion information with 32% of total respondents on average using these sites “permanently and often”.
Moreover, social networks like Facebook and Twitter have been becoming new trend in Internet community in Vietnamese, although they have just appeared in Vietnam within recent 5 years. More and more Vietnamese people have used social networks as a channel to connect with their friends, relatives and share information of their social life. 
Despite the fact that percent of Vietnamese consumers permanently and often buying fashion items via Internet is rather low, only 10.1%, conversely, percent of consumers search for fashion information on Internet before making decision of purchase is promisingly 48.2% for search engines and 32% averagely for other sites.







Figure 4.12: Factors motive Vietnamese consumers to do fashion shopping online

Regarding Figure 4.9, 68.3% of Vietnamese respondents consider price transparency on Internet as one of important factors which motivate them to do fashion online shopping. Through Internet, Vietnamese consumers can compare fashion item price of various retailers to choose the best price and likely avoid a bad bargain due to price unawareness. In recent years, that CPI in Vietnam has continuously increased affected Vietnamese consumers’ priorities and their confidence. Vietnamese consumers become more aware to product price.
Therefore, fashion retailers in Vietnam are claimed to construct online transparent price strategy and give consumers other address for consumers’ price reference.
Moreover, characteristics of Internet such as convenience and time saving are also important factors which drive Vietnamese consumers to select fashion shopping online. 67.6% of respondents agree that convenience and time saving are their motivation. Consumers can avoid queues, crowd, jostle and even disappointments when goods are sold out. By shopping online, consumers can feel comfortable at their home and obtain their desired goods in few clicks. Besides, Vietnamese consumers no longer waste their time to get stuck in traffic jam on the way of going to high-street stores for shopping when they are too busy to do that. They possibly handle either their works or fashion purchase for themselves at the same time.
Furthermore, 50.4% of respondents consider ability to search for fashion information easily on Internet and 30.2% consider ability to buy items with less cost as factors driving them to buy fashion via Internet. Fashion retailers in Vietnam should consider offering consumers more competitive price for online fashion items.
Generally, fashion retailers in Vietnam are argued to pay attention to such driving factors to approach more effectively to online consumers. 

Figure 4.13: Factors inhibit Vietnamese consumers to do fashion shopping online

According to survey’s result, 86.3% of respondents revealed that inability to try clothes before purchase is the biggest factor which dissuades them from buying fashion via Internet with. Similarly, 79.1% of respondents show that they feel dissastified with fashion shopping via Internet because they can’t physically touch their desired fashion item and feel its material to decide whether it is fit to them.
Consumers feel anxious of product quality when buying fashion items online. It is derived from they can’t directly try on products as well as verify product quality by physical touching before making purchase decision. In many cases, consumers don’t receive the goods: wrong items or items in different color from those expected.
Additionally, inconvenience of online payment is also the great concern of consumers when purchasing fashion online (76.3% of respondents). Vietnamese consumers feel that security of Internet is not high, thus their privacy of payment account will not be protected from attack of spyware, hacker. Moreover, In Vietnam, there are few consumers owning credit accounts. Therefore, online payment will become more complicated and annoyed to them when purchasing online.
According to figure 4.10, having to pay high shipping cost and inconvenient delivery are also factors dissuading Vietnamese consumers from fashion online shopping.





Figure 4.14: Vietnamese consumers’ response to buying fashion via Internet in future

When being asked whether they will buy or continue to buy fashion via internet in future, 22.3% of respondents say surely and 51.1% say maybe. This result is rather optimistic and promising to fashion retailing. Through appropriate E-Marketing strategies, fashion retailers in Vietnam can convert “maybe” consumers 51.1% and likely “not decided yet” 20.1% into “surely” consumers.

4.3   Semi-structured interview
The author interviewed 15 Marketing managers from popular fashion Brands in Vietnam via telephone & email to capture whole view of these retailers’ Marketing activities in recent years. These retailers includes: Viet Fashion (Ninomaxx, N&M), Viettien, An Phuoc, Danti, Thanh Bac (distributor of Levi’s), Duy Anh (distributor of Burberry, Ralph Lauren), C&T (distributor of Calvin Klein) …

4.3.1   Do your company implement E-Marketing for your fashion retailing? Could you share key E-Marketing activities in recent 2 years?
Most of Marketing Managers revealed that their companies have been more interested in E-Marketing activities due to its unique and new characteristics compared with traditional Marketing. However, only 4-7% of their Marketing budget was spent on E-marketing activities. 
Their E-marketing activities are commonly concentrated on releasing news of new fashion collections, E-mail & SMS marketing and putting stationary or moving-graphic banner ads on popular sites in Vietnam which attract most people to access such as: www.vnexpress.vn (​http:​/​​/​www.vnexpress.vn​), www.dantri.com (​http:​/​​/​www.dantri.com​), mp3.zing.vn. Besides, they have also utilized adwords and applied search engine optimization on famous search engine like Google, Yahoo.
Some Marketing Managers shown that they have currently begun advertising on popular social network in Vietnam like www.facebook.com (​http:​/​​/​www.facebook.com​). 

4.3.2    Do you consider E-marketing as crucial Marketing of your company?  Why and why not?
Most of Managers say that E-Marketing is only considered to complement traditional Marketing. Their companies are inclined to invest in mainly traditional Marketing with PR activities such as: events, press release on prevalent fashion magazines for youths, billboard in big shopping centers. Besides, locating their stores at downtown with eye-catching signboard or billboard is also one effective way to attract consumers.
According to 60% of these managers, advertising on TV is not satisfactory and effective in retail fashion. However, it is the fact that many companies among them are still investing huge amount in TV advertisement. It is because that most of companies in Vietnam are inclined to believe unquestioningly in tradition Marketing channel’s efficiency, especially in TV. It is embedded in enterprises’ mind that advertising on TV is obligatory when a company launch new products unless they don’t have enough Marketing budget.
Besides, online payment is one of great obstacles. 35% of marketers reveals that their companies haven’t established enough functions to support and make payment online more convenient for consumers. 45% of companies’ web-sites are simple interactive sites which allow consumers to search the sites and make queries to retrieve information of pricing and fashion item availability. 55% of the others’ sites are interactive sites supporting transactions with online consumers, but limited to online buying.
57% of marketers show that their companies are not affectionate towards online business due to Vietnamese consumers’ behavior. Most of Vietnamese online consumers want to pay by cash after receiving goods because they don’t trust online retailers enough to transfer them money before receiving goods. So, this issue inhibits a lot of online transactions in which consumers settle in faraway locations from retailers. 
Moreover, many retailers have not enough human-resources for delivery directly to consumers. Currently, it takes 5-7 days for retailers to deliver directly to consumers within the same city and longer to consumers in other regions. 

4.3.3   Do your companies usually focus on market research for collecting ideals from consumers to your E-marketing activities?  How?
According to 12 managers, their companies normally send questionnaire to consumers when consumers visit their website. These questionnaires are mainly focused on sources through which consumers know their Brand name; consumers’ evaluation to their website interface; whether consumers are pleased with their fashion e-retailing; consumers’ recommendation to their online operation…
There are various ways to collect information from consumers. According to Mr. Hao, marketing staff of Ninomaxx Brand, their company normally combine survey questions with list of basic compulsory questions of consumers’ personal info when consumers register to become members on their website. 
Other companies send questionnaires via email to members of their websites for survey. To attract consumers to complete these questionnaires, some companies offer special gift: voucher or discount for consumers’ purchase.

4.3.4   Which are your KPIs to measure your E-Marketing activities?
According to Mr. Thanh’s – Marketing Manager of An Phuoc Co. and 8 marketers of other companies, their companies are inclined to measure effectiveness of E-Marketing strategy via some KPIs: online revenue contribution, number of users accessing websites, repeat visits, conversion rates. 
Currently, average revenue contribution of Internet to “clicks and bricks” fashion retailers is roughly 11%. This rate is rather small compared other tradition channels’. So, fashion retail owners are less interested in Internet. However, regarding marketers of these companies, this contribution rate is not properly and adequately measured. Most of retailers count this rate based on only number and value of online orders on their websites or via other intermediaries. Actually, there is a huge quantity of consumers, knowing fashion retailers through retailer websites, news sites, forum on Internet but buying fashion items at high-street stores. 

4.3.5 What is your company’s E-Marketing orientation in next two years? And what objectives do your companies want to obtain from E-marketing strategy?
Generally, most of interviewed marketers show that their companies will increase investment in E-Marketing to 10% - 15% of their Marketing budget. They will concentrate on upgrading their websites, advertisement banners, logistics for delivery of online orders.







4.4.1	First objective – Defining where fashion retailers in Vietnam are standing
Situation of the fashion retailers in Vietnam is summarized in SWOT matrix:
Opportunities
From Macro-environment:
-	Except for China & India, Vietnam is expecting the highest GDP growth in Asia.
-	Attractive loan interest for consumptions: buy house, car and offer attractive personal credit for employees to push consumption: fashion items, car, house, FMCG…
-	Segment of middle class with income 200-300$/ month occupies 70.7% of population is likely potential target for retail business.
-	37.1% of households averagely spend from 237 to 395 USD & 35.4% of households spending from 158 to 237 USD per month in HCM & Hanoi. The expenditure is relatively high compared with Vietnamese consumers’ income.
-	Until 2009 Vietnam was in the top of 18 highest users of Internet globally with 21 million of users making up 25% population.
-	Vietnam urban is well-digitalized with 94% of households owning mobile phones, 55% furnishing in-home PC & 38% connecting in-home Internet.
-	Percent of Internet users who accessed Internet via their mobile facilities such phone, smart phone has reached to 19% - high rate.
-	Development of wireless technology in Vietnam such as GPRS, 3G.
-	Solutions for online payment have been developed in Vietnam: online payment portal such as paypal.com, nganluong.vn; payment via SMS for low-value items; E-Banking services offered by banks.
-	Vietnam population is young with up to 68% of population under 40 ages. This is segment who can create wealthy and are easy in expenditure.
-	In 2009, urban consumers spent out 81% of their monthly income, just kept 19% for savings.
-	According to new product trend of Vietnamese consumers, 75% are ready to pay for products which make their life simpler and more convenient and 56% want to use Brands that show their success. Through applying Internet in their business, companies can create superior conveniences for Vietnamese consumers. Besides, fashion retailers in Vietnam should consider exploiting luxury fashion collection for a segment of successful and wealthy consumers.
-	Vietnamese people spend up to 2 hours in average per day for Internet. Most of Internet users are at 15- 30 ages. Average 80% of users utilize Internet for search engine, hobbies and interest, visit news. This is opportunity for fashion retailers to exploit Marketing activities on Internet.

From Micro-environment:
-	The fashion retail market in Vietnam is fragmented with 40% of market share is domestic and 60% is foreign Brands. Sales growth of fashion retail sector in Vietnam obtained averagely 16% per year. This is rather high rate compared other retail sectors. Thus, fashion retail market in Vietnam is predicted to be greatly potential and attractive to investors at least within 5 next years.
-	Revenue contribution by Internet in 2010 was twice higher than this rate in 2008. It is obviously that revenue by Internet obtained the highest growth compared with other selling channels. Internet will continuously grow to bring greater revenue for fashion retailers.
-	In 2010, fashion online shopping is at 5th position among online shopping activities. This is great chance for fashion retailers.
-	45% of people at 15-64 ages in HCM & Hanoi cities agreed that appearance is very important to a person and his clothes can reveal himself. Besides, 46% of consumers claimed that they love to pamper themselves with clothes, accessories, personal products.




-	Sharp increase of inflation rate in recent years from 2008 -2010 brought back a lot of obstacles for enterprises, especially retailers. The average growth per year of employee wage from 2007 to 2010 is only 9.4% while average inflation rate at the same period is 10.5%.
-	Wealthy class and affluent class have made up only 16.1% of population, which is becoming challenges for luxury fashion retailers.
-	Technology penetration in Vietnam rural is rather low with 7% of households furnishing in-home PC and 2% of households connecting in-home Internet. This is tough challenges for fashion retailers to approach to rural via Internet.
-	Vietnamese people have not been familiar to payment online. This is a great obstacle of development E-commerce as well as E-Marketing in fashion retail in Vietnam. Moreover, the rate of Vietnamese population have credit card and Bank account until 2009 is very low. Thus, fashion retailers should take account of this issue when planning E-marketing activities.
-	Since the global economic meltdown, Vietnamese spending priorities have become more conservative and concentrated on essential items instead of luxuries ones.

From Micro-environment:
-	Fashion retail market is fragmented, thus competition will be tough, especially between domestic and foreign Brands. it is predicted by Euromonitor (2010) that in 2012, many huge foreign companies on casual-wear will readily penetrate Vietnam market.
-	Internet revenue contribution in 2010 is still low with 10% and mainly come from “pureplay” retailers. Intermediaries occupy 70% of fashion online transactions. Therefore, fashion retailers in Vietnam should be careful to the threat that intermediaries are likely to become their strong competitors.
-	E-marketing is not properly invested in Vietnam with only 2.2% of marketing budget in 2009. Moreover, E-marketing activities in Vietnam have still been spontaneous and not been constructed systematically regarding appropriate process. 
-	Most of Vietnamese consumers regard high-street stores as their main fashion channels.

Strength
-	Fashion retailers in Vietnam have constructed some appropriated KPIs to evaluate effectiveness of E-Marketing strategy: online revenue contribution, number of users accessing websites, repeat visits, conversion rate.
-	Fashion retailers have done online market research to collect ideals from consumers for improving E-marketing activities.

Weakness:
-	Fashion retail companies in Vietnam’s BOD are less interested in E-Marketing. E-marketing is considered to complement traditional Marketing and occupies roughly 4-7% of total Marketing budget.
-	Many fashion retailers haven’t constructed convenient solution of online payment for consumers yet. 
-	Besides, many retailers haven’t enough human-resources for delivering directly fashion items to consumers.
-	KPIs to measure E-marketing have been not adequate and comprehensive. Thus, E-marketing’s efficiency will not be evaluated properly.
-	Online advertisement activities have just been concentrated on key activities: banner, SMS marketing, affiliate marketing. These online ads are decided based on not suitability with product, condition of the company, but based on their popularity and prevalence.
-	Information technology infrastructure is not well-established.
Generally, fashion retailers in Vietnam have wide variety of advantages from external environment for developing E-marketing activities. However, internally, fashion retailers in Vietnam have not prepared well knowledge of E-marketing as well as resources for E-marketing: man-power, information technology infrastructure. Besides, owners of these companies are less interested in E-Marketing, thus provide deficient investment.
Regarding the current situation, the most appropriate strategy for fashion retailers in Vietnam is to take advantage of external opportunities to overcome weakness and avoid threats (TOWS Matrix, Weihrich 1982). Concretely, they should select the most potential target segment and position themselves outstandingly in consumers’ mind.

4.4.2	Second objective – Targeting who are the potential consumers?















Number of people at 15 – 30 ages is 25.5 million and occupies approximately 30% of Vietnamese population. Young people in this age tend to use Internet more usually than other ages, be easy in choosing fashion items without much considering even trying on, be open-minded. Due to such psychological characteristics, this segment is favorable for E-Marketing strategy. Moreover, one feature of target customers is to live in urban areas where rate of digitalizing and Internet connectivity is rather high compared with rural. Besides, fashion retailers should focus on group of consumers in middle, affluent & wealthy classes, occupying nearly 80% of population. Target customers should be students or white-collar workers because they usually involve Internet for their working and studying, love convenience and time-saving due to their tight schedule.
Consumers who possess all characteristics likely become potential consumers for E-Marketing strategy of fashion retailers in Vietnam. This segment makes up roughly 7.5% Vietnamese population, 6.4 million of people, new large size market for fashion-retailers.

4.4.3	Third objective – Positioning themselves in their Vietnamese consumers’ mind
To position effectively themselves, fashion retailers in Vietnam should consider some main points relating to online consumers of fashion:
-	Vietnamese target consumers have been familiar to high-street stores with sparkling, splendid billboard, going around to view desired fashion item, trying on new clothes, paying by cash when fashion items are in their hands.
-	Vietnamese consumers are afraid of insecurity and inconvenience in payment; shipping cost which makes product price higher; passive feeling of waiting delivery; especially impossibly trying on clothes and touching items for checking quality before actually buying. In reality, many online consumers are cheated to receive fashion items of less quality, different color compared with what they saw online.
-	Conversely, consumers also expect from buying fashion items via Internet: convenience, less stressful compared with offline shopping, time saving, available and varied information sources, price transparency, less cost. It is claimed that price transparency, convenience are the greatest motivations for consumers. This likely comes from Vietnamese consumers’ scary of bad-bargain and busy social life making them more interested in time, simplicity. Fashion retailers should take account to this issue when positioning themselves in E-marketing strategy.
-	Online locations where these target consumers gathers for searching fashion before buying: Google and other search engine, website of intermediaries, entertainment news.
Shortly, Vietnamese consumers love convenience, price transparency from buying fashion items via Internet but they are still afraid of buying items not fitting well, scared of tricks relating to payment, quality. Moreover, currently fashion retail companies in Vietnam show little concern to developing E-Marketing, especially in aspect of technology. Thus, this is opportunity for any retail company to win its leading position in online consumers’ mind by investing more on its web-site upgrading and online communication.
Therefore, It is suggested that fashion retail companies should position themselves among other competitors regarding:
-	Giving online consumers ability to view true and vital images and videos of fashion collections on their web-sites. 











Generally, it is argued that fashion retail firms in Vietnam should take advantages of opportunities, minimize and improve their own weakness and avoid threats through targeting the most potential consumer segment – [from15 to 30 ages, middle class over, students and office-workers, living in urban, usually use Internet] and positioning themselves outstandingly in consumer minds regarding main bases: delivering fashion items of the same high-quality as companies stated and committed online, ability to view vital images and videos of fashion collection at true color for consumers, ability to try on online fashion items with virtual models for consumers, and high-security of online payment.
Companies are claimed to construct fully interactive sites supporting the whole buying process and providing relationship marketing with consumers instead of simple interactive or limited interactive sites.















CHAPTER 5:	CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION

5.1	Research conclusion
This research investigates current situation of fashion retail companies operating in Vietnam in aspects of ‘macro environments, internal companies, consumers and competition in fashion retail market’ in relation with Internet & Marketing. Based on findings from literature review and data analysis collected via secondary sources, semi-structures with companies, questionnaire with consumers, general E-marketing strategy including targeting, positioning & E-marketing tactics is recommended for fashion retail companies in Vietnam.

5.1.1	Review research finding and conclusion:
Objective 1: Current situation of fashion retail companies in Vietnam
According to result of secondary data &Vietnamese consumers’ questionnaires, the firms have great advantages from external environment to develop E-marketing activities such as the high growth of economy; Vietnamese consumers are inclined to spend nearly all their income, just keep small amount for saving; Internet users occupy 1/3 Vietnamese population; Vietnamese consumers, especially youth extremely pay attention to their appearance; most of young consumers tend to search for fashion information online and show that they are willing to buy fashion items on Internet in next time.
However, according to semi-structured interview with marketers of fashion retail companies, disadvantage for developing E-marketing in fashion retail is mostly derived from internal companies: lack of interest and investment in and knowledge of E-marketing; not well-established Internet infrastructure; not frequently-updated new Internet solutions & utility application.
Objective2: Target consumer segment
Through analyzing result of secondary data & questionnaires of 278 consumers, target consumers are defined to be from15 to 30 ages, middle class over, students and office-workers, living in urban, usually use Internet.
Objective 3: Positioning themselves in target consumers’ mind: 
Through analyzing external & internal factors as well as result of questionnaires of Vietnamese consumers’ behavior, especially their appreciation and expectation to online fashion shopping, the author suggest main bases for positioning: delivering high-quality fashion items as they are introduced and stated online, offering ability to view vital images and videos of fashion collection at true color for consumers, giving consumers ability to try on online fashion items with virtual models, and high-security of online payment.
Objective 4: E-marketing tactics for fashion retail companies
Recommendation of E-marketing tactics is discussed deeply in 5.2 section.

5.1.2	Limitation of the research: 
The research has investigated E-Marketing strategy for the whole companies operating in fashion retail in Vietnam at general level. Thus, this research has taken account of difference of company size in the fashion retail market as well as fashion categories: casual, luxury yet.

5.2	Recommendation for fashion retail companies in Vietnam 
5.2.1   Product:
Quality, images & digital added-value: 
Fashion retail companies in Vietnam should use imagery technology to give consumers visual representation of products: 3D images, vital videos to relieve consumers’ strong desire to touch items.  Besides, to make consumers imagine real-life shopping, websites should be used social networking facilities which allow them to have peer to peer recommendations, consumer review as well as ratings. Recommendations and ratings will likely create consumers trust on product quality and have good impact on products sales.
Moreover, companies should consider program which allow consumers build virtual models based on their physical features hair color, skin tone, face shape, body size. So, consumers can view how apparel would look on themselves by wearing outfits on the virtual models.
Customer service, support & post-sales: 
Exchange policy and return policy can lessen consumers’ anxiety of bad-quality fashion items. When implementing such policies, online retailers possibly inspire consumers’ trust and increase sales revenue.
Moreover, opt-in-email and FAQ should be installed in fashion retail website to answer consumers’ query of products and provide them new events or product information which could make consumers’ purchase easier. Beside, companies should set up online help desk to support consumers 24/24 because many consumers like to directly talk with helpful staff rather than read boring instruction.

5.2.2   Promotion:
Marketing communication:  
According to Vietnamese consumer survey of fashion shopping, 60% of consumers permanently and 74% often search or update fashion information through search engine such as google.com, yahoo.com, bing.com before doing actual shopping. So, Search marketing is essential to E-marketing strategy of fashion retail companies in Vietnam. Fashion retailers are recommended to push their search engine optimization and Pay per click (paid search listings). Most of consumers will start a new search if they can’t find out a relevant answer at the first 3-4 pages. Besides, Vietnamese consumers are inclined to choose the natural search results in preference to paid search listings. 
Key phrase relevance between keywords typed in the search box by users and companies’ site page content is the successful factor of search engine marketing. Thus, Fashion retailers should identify key phrases most likely typed by consumers through some sources: market knowledge, competitors’ sites, visitors who arrive at their sites. There are some ways to optimize key phrases: using key phrases in title, in the header tag, in URL and in the body content at least 3 times. If possible, it is argued to use the key phrases in the domain name.
Besides, improving link popularity is also effective way to achieve high ranking. 
Besides, fashion retail firms in Vietnam are suggested to concentrate more on affiliate Marketing which is easy to control affiliate expenditure and considered as zero-risk advertising. Besides, that fashion companies’ URL or link appear on various other sites can improve their link popularity for higher ranking in search engines.

Public relation:
Fashion retail companies in Vietnam are claimed to release their press articles of new fashion collections, promotion program, or events on online social media, entertainment sites; write articles of their Brands for online syndication; manage how their Brands are presented on third-party sites. A well-written press release can help companies to obtain higher ranking in search engine.
Site design: 
Companies are suggested to design web-sites appeal to their target consumers segment.  All consumers love sites quick to download, high-quality content, updated frequently and easy to navigate. These are the first and basic issues fashion retailers should assure for their web-sites. It is argued that companies should put their Logo on every page and make logo a link to the homepage; providing search for more than 100 pages-sites; providing strong and simple headlines and page titles explaining clearly what the page is about and make sense. 
Moreover, because target consumers are young people who are greatly interested in appearance, companies should focus on web-sites aesthetics. Aesthetics of a site is combination between graphics, color, style, layout and typography.  Young consumers normally are not patient to view elaborate graphics. Thus, homepage of sites should be simple but attractive enough to stimulate consumers’ curiosity.
Besides, companies should focus on interaction of sites by giving consumers two-way communication plus greater involvement and control over their web-experience.
Relationship Marketing: 




Fashion retail companies in Vietnam are recommended to encrypt transaction data for payment security and privacy of consumers’ credit information. To verify this issue, these websites of fashion retail should be added labels of prestigious Internet security organizations such as TrustE, Verisign to inspire greater consumer trust.
Moreover, instead of paying directly to retailers’ account, consumers can pay via trustful online payment portal which take role of intermediaries such as: such as paypal.com, nganluong.vn; mobivi.com approved by authority.
To consumers who have no credit card, visa debit card, companies should consider other payment support: bank transfer via ATM, E-banking.
Essentially, when receiving payment from consumers, there should be confirmation made for consumers about payment receipt, delivery schedule in order to make them secure.
Pricing transparency: 
Feature of price transparency is strength of Internet business but risk for fashion retail companies. Consumers impossibly see fashion items before purchase, so they can’t decide to buy based on product quality but on price. Therefore, fashion online retailers should find out price of competitors before setting their own price. It is argued that online sellers should provide consumers price of other competitors for consumers’ reference.
Shipping cost: 
Because operation cost of online business is always lower than offline, fashion retailers absolutely offer lower pricing for online consumers. However, according to survey, only 30% of Vietnamese consumers consider less cost as motivation for their online shopping while nearly 50% of consumers feel displeased to pay shipping cost. Thus, fashion retail companies in Vietnam are argued to eliminate shipping cost instead of offering lower price for online consumers.

5.2.4   Place:
Delivery: Fashion retailers are claimed to set up Sales-order-processing software which can support them to arrange and sort out delivery schedule, locations and items. Besides, companies need to facilitate their delivery with good logistics plan and available transportation. Currently, many Vietnam online consumers feel displeased with inconvenient and frequently-delayed delivery schedule of fashion online retailers.
Trade channel: Fashion retailers in Vietnam should combine online and offline Sales channel. To online channel, firms are recommended to develop new distribution channel by selling through intermediary sites which play a roles as virtual market places such as www.5giay.vn (​http:​/​​/​www.5giay.vn​), www.123mua.com.vn (​http:​/​​/​www.123mua.com.vn​), www.enbac.com.vn (​http:​/​​/​www.enbac.com.vn​), www.ebay.vn...  (​http:​/​​/​www.ebay.vn... ​)  According to Vietnamese consumer survey, 54% of consumers permanently search for fashion information before making real purchase on such intermediary sites. 

5.2.5	People
Companies should consider setting up auto-responders, email notification, call-back facility, online chat frequently asked questions (FAQ), on-site search engine, virtual assistants to replace people because many Vietnam consumers get used to helpful staff presence in case they have any inquiry. 

5.2.6   Process:
Fashion retail firms in Vietnam should offer consumers a clear and easy buying process and offer precise information of size, fabric, color and detail which help consumers feel easy to do their shopping.

5.2.7	Physical evidence: 
The firms in fashion retail in Vietnam are argued to offer Vietnamese consumers online physical evidence for inspiring consumer trust such as: refund policies, security labels issued by security organization, consumer endorsement, independent reviews.

APPENDIX 1
Questionnaire of Vietnamese consumers’ fashion shopping behavior (n=278)












	Indoor employees (secretary, marketing, IT engineer, teacher…)
	Outdoor employees (architecture, engineer, Salesman…)
	Freelance
	Other



































6.	To what extent do you agree with each of the following affirmations of strength of fashion shopping via Internet?














7.	To what extent do you agree with each of the following affirmations of weakness of fashion shopping via Internet?
	Strongly agree	Slightly agree	Either agree or disagree	Slightly disagree	Strongly disagree
Inability to try on clothes before purchase					
Inability to touch items to check fabric quality					



























Semi-structured interview with marketers from fashion retail companies in Vietnam (n=15)
Question 1: 
Do your company implement E-Marketing for your fashion retailing? Could you share key E-Marketing activities in recent 2 years?

Question 2: 
Do you consider E-marketing as crucial Marketing of your company?  Why and why not?

Question 3: 
Do your companies usually focus on market research for collecting ideals from consumers to your E-marketing activities?  How?

Question 4: 
Which are your KPIs to measure your E-Marketing activities?

Question 5:
What is your company’s E-Marketing orientation in next two years? And what objectives do your companies want to obtain from E-marketing strategy?
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Where do we want to be?
5s objectives:
- Sell: customer acquisition and retention target
- Serve: customer satisfaction target
- Sizzle: site stickiness, visit duration
- Speak: trialogue, number of engaged customer 
- Save: quantified efficiency gains



















How do we get there?
- Segmentation, Targeting & Positioning
- OVP (online value proposition)
- Sequence (Credibility before visibility)
- Integration & database 
- Tools (Web, functionality, email…)


How exactly do we get there?
(the detail of strategy)
- E-Marketing mix
- Detail of contact strategy
- E-campaign initiative schedule

Who does what and when?
(the detail of tactics)
- Responsibilities and structures
- Internal resources & skills
- External agencies

How do we monitor performance?
- 5Ss + Web analytics - KPIs
- Usability Testing/ Mystery shopping
- Customer satisfaction surveys
- Site visitor profiling
- Frequency of reporting
- Process of reporting and actions

Where are we know?
- Goal performance (5Ss)
- Customer in sight
- E-marketplace SWOT
- Brand perception




Divide the total market into smaller segments

2.	Targeting
Select the segment or segments to enter

3.	Differentiation




Positioning market offering in the mind of target customers


Create value for targeted customers

Select customers to serve

Decide on value proposition

Product quality x Service quality













Mix of on and offline transaction and customer service

3
          ‘Clicks’




























    Promotion






























Uncontrollable PEST factors 










































Monthly household income proportion in Vietnam 2009

Monthly Household expenditure, Urban HCM & Hanoi, 2009






-Casual wear: Blue exchange, Vietthy, PT2000, Ninomaxx, N&M, Viettien
-Luxury: An Phuoc, Pantio, T-up, Alcado, Ivy

Market share of fashion retail in Vietnam 2009


























































Factors motive consumers to do fashion shopping online




TARGET CUSTOMER - Who are they? 







Social class: middle & affluent, wealthy

Occupation: Student and white-collar worker

Characteristic: Use Internet averagely 2-3 hours per day






Ability to try clothes online through virtual models





High security of online payment
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